Abstract-The in-memory graph layout affects performance of distributed-memory graph computations. Graph layout could refer to partitioning or replication of vertex and edge arrays, selective replication of data structures that hold meta-data, and reordering vertex and edge identifiers. In this work, we consider one-dimensional graph layouts, where disjoint sets of vertices and their adjacencies are partitioned among processors. Using the PULP graph partitioning method and a breadth-first search (BFS)-based vertex ordering strategy, we empirically evaluate the impact of this graph layout on a collection of five distributed-memory graph computations. Our evaluation considers several objective metrics in addition to execution time, and we observe a considerable performance improvement over randomization.
Introduction
The in-memory organization of a graph can have a considerable impact on the performance of a parallel graph computation. The integer identifiers assigned to vertices (i.e., vertex ordering) and the distribution of vertices and edges to compute units (graph partitioning) both impact performance. There are three key considerations when ordering vertices and partitioning a graph: memory locality, computational load balance, and inter-node communication time.
Memory locality can be further characterized in terms of spatial and temporal locality. As an example of the impact of vertex ordering on spatial locality, consider performing the list ranking computation on a linked list with randomly permuted node identifiers versus performing list ranking on an ordered list. Only a very small fraction of the cache line fetched is used in the random list case, and the performance impact can be an order of magnitude on current systems. For the importance of temporal locality, consider accessing vertex attributes in an unsorted edge list versus a sorted edge list. In a parallel setting, with shared caches and NUMA domains, the performance impact of ordering on locality is further complicated and challenging to analyze theoretically, but ordering certainly cannot be ignored.
Partitioning a graph across P compute units reduces the number of vertices (and edges) that compute units have to process by a factor of P . Since partitioning tools typically perform a balanced vertex partitioning, the number of edges per partition might vary. The edges assigned to a partition include local edges (connecting vertices in the same partition) and edges with an end point in another partition. In bulksynchronous parallel computations, the local edge count, the vertex count per partition, and the edge count per partition may all be used as proxies for computational load balance. Even in asynchronous graph computations with dynamic load balancing, the overhead due to load balancing can be reduced if we begin with a well-balanced distribution of vertices and edges. Reducing inter-processor communication time is considered one of the key motivations for graph partitioning. Partitioning tools indirectly attempt to reduce communication time by attempting to minimize the number of inter-partition edges and improving balance of interpartition edges.
While some partitioning-ordering combinations complement each other, others do not. Since partitioning tools create balanced vertex partitions, and it is helpful to contiguously number vertices in each partition, it makes sense to apply ordering after partitioning. However, vertex ordering formulations are generally defined in a sequential setting (e.g., degree-based ordering considers vertex degrees in the entire graph). Partitioning after ordering may undo the effect of ordering. Thus, using a graph partitioning tool for vertex partitioning, followed by an unspecified vertex ordering in each partition seems to be a commonly-used strategy. Another common strategy is to shuffle/permute vertex identifiers at the start to destroy any locality, and then create fairly well-balanced partitions. On shared-memory platforms, vertex ordering is shown to have a big performance impact on some breadth-first search (BFS) algorithms [1] , and partitioning is only required to handle NUMA issues. For certain computations (e.g., triangle listing), an ordering-aware algorithm can be asymptotically faster (in terms of sequential work complexity) than an ordering-agnostic approach [2] , [3] . In such cases, a distributed-memory graph partitioning and subsequent parallelization must be ordering-aware. For the Graph500 benchmark, early implementations used just randomization and no explicit partitioning (e.g., [4] ), but over time, algorithms/implementations are being designed in concert with partitioning and ordering schemes [1] , [5] , [6] , and this has resulted in orders-of-magnitude performance improvement over earlier work.
If one considers the algorithms for BFS, triangle listing, PageRank, and other popular graph analytics as representative Graph Algorithm Building Blocks (GABBs), the impact of partitioning and ordering on GABBs is clearly significant (as recent results have shown). One of the goals of this paper is to investigate whether we can design an analyticagnostic partitioning+ordering combination that consistently improves performance for GABBs and analytics based on GABBs. Randomization is a reasonable baseline, as it is analytic-agnostic and it typically offers good computational load balance (at the expense of memory locality and internode communication). We recently developed PULP [7] , [8] , a fast parallel graph partitioning tool. This paper investigates ordering schemes that are compatible with PULP.
The main contribution in this work is an empirical evaluation (see Section 5) of the impact of partitioning and ordering on five distributed graph analytics (PageRank, approximate subgraph counting [9] , BFS, single-source shortest paths, and SPARQL query processing). PageRank, BFS, and SSSP can be considered as GABBs, and the other two computations involve a combination of data structures, optimizations, and parallelization schemes. We develop a new lightweight BFS-based ordering scheme that is compatible with PULP, and additionally evaluate alternatives (see Section 2 for details). We also separately evaluate partitioning and ordering impact using machine-independent and analytic-independent performance measures.
Partitioning and Ordering Methods
We consider several partitioning schemes in this work. These include the standard single balance constraint and single optimization criterion case (i.e., balancing vertices per part and minimizing edge cut); the multiple balance constraints and single optimization criterion case (balancing vertices and edges per part and minimizing edge cut); and the multiple balance constraints and multiple optimization criteria case (balancing vertices and edges per part and minimizing edge cut and the max per-part edge cut). Other work [10] has demonstrated the importance of this secondary objective of max per-part cut (also termed as max messages). We select these schemes because PULP can support all of them, and other partitioners can support some of them.
As the paper title suggests, we use a random partitioning as the baseline, where parts are assigned randomly to each vertex. Random partitioning leads to a very high edge cut, with the percentage of edges cut scaling approximately as p−1 p %, where p is the number of computed parts. However, random partitioning typically gives balanced parts with close to equal numbers of vertices and edges per-part when p n, m (n is the number of vertices in a given graph and m is the number of edges). Randomization is also used as the baseline in other distributed graph processing frameworks (e.g., PowerGraph [11] , Giraph [12] ). Ghost vertices, vertices within the one-hop neighborhood of a part, require their values to be stored and accessed for many iterative computations. The number of ghost vertices generally increases proportionally to the edge cut. Computation time may also be higher due to decreased intra-part locality and increased total memory required. Communication time is higher due to a higher edge cut, with updated ghost vertex data being passed along these cut edges.
The other partitioning method we evaluate is the wellknown METIS [13] partitioner. We treat it as a representation of the state-of-the-art quality for optimizing edge cut as a single objective with both single and multiple constraints. Very recently, partitioning methods in the KaHIP library [14] have demonstrated improved quality relative to METIS for small-world graphs. However, these methods only satisfy single balance constraint scenarios, and the improvements relative to METIS are likely not large enough to affect the general observations we note in this current study. Including KaHIP in our evaluations would make for promising future work. In our results, we use METIS to refer to METIS optimizing for edge cut and constraining only vertices per part; METIS-M is METIS optimizing for edge cut and constraining both vertices and edges per part; PULP-MM is PULP optimizing for edge cut and max per-part cut and constraining both vertices and edge; we also run PULP-M, which optimizes for edge cut and constrains vertices and edges per part, for direct comparison to METIS-M.
Ordering
Reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) [15] , [16] is a commonly-used vertex ordering strategy in sparse matrix and graph applications to minimize the metric of graph bandwidth for regular matrices and graphs. However, for graphs with highly skewed degree distributions, the bandwidth is usually going to be large, on the order of d max , where d max is the maximal degree of any vertex in the graph. In real-world graphs exhibiting a large degree skew, we observe d max d avg , where d avg is the average vertex degree. Optimizing for bandwidth will therefore not necessarily create any global improvements in compaction and therefore not improve cache access efficiency for these vertices.
As such, we look at other metrics to give an indication of the possible cache utilization in practice. Across the entire adjacency array, one can measure how often edges listed in order also have identifiers within a single integer value of each other. This indicates that these edges would be neighboring nonzeros in the same row of an adjacency matrix. Co-located edges improve cache utilization of pervertex information accesses, such as checking visitation status for BFS or PageRank value lookups. To quantify how many co-located vertex identifiers for the edges are in the adjacency list, we consider two values. First, we measure a ratio of how co-located all edges are, where a value of zero indicates that no edges are co-located and a value of one indicates that all edges are co-located. Second, we report a running "cost" as the sum of the distances, or gaps, between vertex identifiers in the adjacency list. We scale the distances by their log, as a distance close to one indicates that vertices are closely co-located and would have minimal cache cost for their subsequent accesses. The cost difference between large and very large distances is minimal, since it is likely a new cache line would need to be loaded in both instances. Finding an ordering that minimizes this sum is referred to in the literature as the Minimum Logarithmic Gap Arrangement problem, which is NP-hard [17] ; this metric has been mostly used for the related problem of graph compression. The true dependence of cache utilization on distance would be architecture-specific, but the approximation of this cost gives enough insight for comparative purposes when examining ordering quality.
We develop a simple BFS-based ordering method (described in an extended technical report of this paper [18] ) that, in practice, performs comparable to RCM in terms of the previously-mentioned metrics. We call this ordering method BFS in subsequent sections, and refer to the combination of PULP and this ordering method as DGL (distributed graph layout). We compare the performance of BFS and RCM to a random ordering, where vertices are shuffled into a random order. We omit comparisons to a "natural" ordering (i.e., how the graph vertices are ordered in the original dataset) due to highly variable performance (we observed a spread of both 2× speedup and slowdown for a natural ordering vs. random ordering on our PageRank test; similarly, we observed similar variance in vertex block vs. random partitioning), and because a natural ordering is not well-defined.
In addition to RCM and BFS ordering, orderings based on nested dissection [13] , space-filling curves [19] , and spectral bisection [20] have been used in prior work. Our future work might involve a more thorough investigation of these and similar approaches for graph analytical applications.
Parallel Graph Computations
In this section, we give an overview of the five distributed graph analytics used in our evaluation. These graph analytics were selected to represent a range of execution characteristics.
Distributed PageRank
Our distributed PageRank uses an iterative bulk synchronous approach. For parallelism, we use MPI, OpenMP, and a |V | p partitioning, with each of p MPI tasks calculating the scores for roughly the same number of vertices. With one MPI task per node, we then use thread parallelism when updating the counts of owned vertices. With the exception of the single MPI communication call on each iteration, all pertask work can be done in parallel. Updates are passed among neighbors using an MPI all-to-all exchange. In practice, we observe this specific implementation to be very efficient and scalable, giving per-iteration costs of less than a few seconds for networks of over 100 billion edges while running on 256 compute nodes. The specific technical details of the implementation are omitted, but please see [21] for a more in-depth discussion.
Subgraph Counting
Our distributed subgraph counting procedure is an implementation of the Alon et al. color-coding technique [22] . The approach is very computationally intensive, with work scaling as O(m2 k ) and memory scaling as n
, where n and m are the number of vertices and edges in the graph and k is the number of vertices in the subgraph. Communication requirements scale the same as memory requirements and are proportional to edge cut. Our approach uses several optimizations, including fully partitioning and compressing the memory-intensive dynamic programming table to decrease memory requirements across all tasks, further compressing the table during communication to reduce the total transfer volume, and using all-to-all exchanges in lieu of broadcasts to reduce communication times. These optimizations demonstrate good scaling and enable us to count subgraphs of 10 and 11 vertices on billion-edge networks in minutes on a modest number of 16 nodes. Please refer to [9] for an in-depth discussion.
SSSP and BFS
We also assess the performance impact of layout on tuned implementations for parallel breadth-first search (BFS) and single-source shortest paths (SSSP) computation in this paper. Out of all the analytics we consider, BFS and SSSP are the least computationally intensive. Their communication requirements are also relatively small. Our parallel BFS approach can take advantage of both 1D and 2D graph distributions [4] , [23] , [24] . We use a 1D distribution in this work, as it is easier to correlate communication time with edge cut after partitioning with a 1D distribution. We use an optimized parallel implementation [25] of the Δ-stepping algorithm [26] for parallel SSSP in this paper. For an overview of the state-of-the-art in performance optimizations for these routines, we refer the reader to [1] , [5] , [27] .
Distributed RDF Stores and SPARQL Query Processing
Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a popular data format for storing web data sets. Informally, the RDF format specifies typed relationships between entities, and the basic record in an RDF data set is a triple. We use a distributed MPI-based implementation of an open-source triple store called RDF-3X [28] , called RDF3X-MPI [29] . An alternate approach to viewing an RDF data set is as a directed graph with edge types. To eliminate the need for communication when answering a query on the data store, this graph is partitioned with n-hop replication occurring for each part. Ideally, the graph would be partitioned such that the number of triples replicated between tasks is minimized. For this application, we study the impact of partitioning on the number of replicated triples. A smaller value of replication is desired in terms of memory usage, and smaller index sizes should further translate to faster query times.
Experimental Setup
We evaluate the effects of partitioning and ordering objective on the graph analytics workload using a collection of nine large-scale low diameter graphs, listed in Table 1 [34] . WebBase is similarly a crawl obtained in 2001 by the Stanford WebBase crawler. We created the BSBM and LUBM graphs from RDF data sets generated using the Berlin SPARQL benchmark [35] and Lehigh University Benchmark [36] generators. DBpedia was created from RDF triples extracted from Wikipedia [37] .
The Orkut graph is undirected and the remaining graphs are directed. For the web and social graphs, we preprocessed the graphs before executing PageRank, BFS, SSSP, and subgraph counting. Specifically, we removed all degree-0 vertices, multi-edges, and extracted the largest (weakly) connected component. Further, edge directivity was ignored when partitioning the graphs using PULP and METIS and reordering with RCM and BFS. Table 1 lists the sizes of these nine graphs after preprocessing. The scalability studies were primarily done on Blue Waters, a large petascale supercomputer at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). Each XE compute node of Blue Waters is a dual-socket system with 64 GB main memory and AMD 6276 Interlagos processors at 2.3 GHz. The system uses a Cray Gemini 3D torus interconnect. We built our programs with the GNU C++ compiler (version 4.8.2), using OpenMP for multithreading and O3 optimization. For the pre-processing phases of DGL (partitioning and reordering) and some scalability runs, we utilized Compton, a testbed cluster. Compton has a dual socket setup with Intel Xeon E5-2670 (Sandy Bridge) CPUs at 2.60 GHz and 64 GB main memory.
Results and Discussion
We partition all graphs for 16 and 64 parts using our different methods (random, METIS, METIS-M, PULP-M, PULP-MM) and run our analytics using these computed partitions. To evaluate partition quality directly, we report the time spent in the communication phase of each analytic as the speedup relative to a random partitioning. We report results with randomized ordering during the partitioning experiments for the sake of consistency. We additionally order all computed partitions using our methods (random, BFS, RCM). We evaluate ordering quality by the speedup of the computational phase of each analytic relative to a random ordering. With a random partitioning, improvements in order quality is difficult to achieve due to how disconnected each part is. Therefore, for the sake of consistency during ordering evaluation, we report our comparisons using the PULP-MM partitions. We don't report timing comparison between partitioning and ordering strategies or discuss applicationspecific amortization of partitioning and ordering costs, as similar results have been presented and discussed in prior work [7] , [8] , [18] .
Partitioning and Ordering Evaluation
The partitioning performance in terms of both vertex and edge balance constraints and edge cut and maximal per-part edge cut objectives for the different partitioners is shown in Table 2 as geometric averages. We also note that aggregate measures don't fully capture the wide spread of results among different tests, so include min and max improvements for edge cut and max per-part cut as well. For instance, the improvement METIS has relative to random partitioning varies from 1.5× for 64-way partitioning of Twitter to 107× improvement for 16-way partitioning of uk-2005. We note that, as expected, single-constraint METIS optimizing for the only the single edge cut objective demonstrates the best improvement for edge cut (EC). It however shows weaker improvements in the maximum per-part edge cut (EC max ) and edge balance (E max ) relative to the other methods. The PULP-MM method shows the best improvement in terms of the EC max metric while satisfying both vertex and edge constraints. The PULP-M and METIS-M methods offer middle-of-the-road performance in terms of EC and EC max while also achieving both balance constraints. Our goal is to experimentally evaluate how these differences and tradeoffs in optimization criteria and part balance impact our selected graph analytic workloads.
We also compare the ordering performance in Table 3 . Table 3 gives both the co-location ratio (Co-loc. Ratio) as well as the log sum of gap distances ratios (Gap Sum Ratio) for all ordering combinations across all graphs for 16 and 64 parts. In an attempt to give a graph-independent ratio for the Gap Sum Ratio, we scale the log sum by a worstcase possible value of m log n. We report the geometric mean values across all five partitioning strategies (Random, METIS, METIS-M, PULP-M, PULP-MM). For co-location ratio, higher indicates better locality, while for the log gap sum ratio, lower indicates better locality. We omit reporting the co-location ratio for Random ordering in Table 3 , as all values are close to zero, a few orders of magnitudes less than RCM and BFS. We observe nearly that the BFS-based BFS ordering results in the best co-location ratio and lowest log gap sum ratio across almost all instances. The computational timings results we'll report next in our benchmarks will demonstrate that optimizing for this objective translates into real performance benefits across a wide range of graph analytics.
PageRank Performance
We first examine the effect of partitioning and ordering on our distributed PageRank implementation. For these experiments, we use the three social network graphs (LiveJournal, Orkut, and Twitter) as well as the three web crawls (uk-2005, WebBase, sk-2005). Figure 1 (top) gives the speedups relative to random partitioning for METIS and METIS-M as well as PULP-M and PULP-MM. Figure 1 (bottom) gives the speedups relative to random ordering for BFS and RCM. Table 4 gives the explicit speedup values and overall geometric means across the six test graphs. These value are for 20 iterations of PageRank executing on 16 nodes of Blue Waters.
We observe that all partitionings offer considerable speedups relative to random. In general, the web crawls show even greater speedups than the social networks. This is due to the web crawls being greater in diameter and more separable than social networks, resulting in a decrease in the number of cut edges and subsequently greater performance improvements relative to random partitioning. Averaged across all six test graphs, the multi-objective and multiconstraint PULP-MM offers the greatest mean speedup as shown in Table 4 . The performance benefit can be explained due to the implementation's use of an iterative bulk synchronous model and moderate communication requirements, so the improved communication balance resulting from PULP-MM's decrease in max per-part cut becomes apparent in the timings.
Additionally, we note that both RCM and BFS offer considerable speedups for total computation times relative to random ordering. On the uk-2005 and WebBase graphs, the computational speedups for BFS are about 5×. Again we observe that the social networks generally show less performance benefit relative to random, and this is again due to their lower diameter and greater small-world characteristics, which makes effective ordering more difficult to achieve. However, we still observe consistent 20%-40% speedups with the improved orderings. Overall, BFS gives a greater performance speedup over RCM by about 10%, a result we explain based on our measurement of potential locality and cache performance as demonstrated in Table 3 .
To offer visual explanation of the performance of balanced constraint partitioning on total execution time, we give execution timelines in Figure 2 of a single run of 10 iterations of PageRank on the WebBase graph (top 4 plots). We used the Compton system for these tests and random, single-constraint METIS, multi-constraint METIS, and PULP-MM partitioning (from left to right, respectively) with random ordering. We note a large performance gap between Random partitioning and the other strategies. This is due to the implementation's computational and communication requirements for each task being dependent on the one hop neighborhood and per-part cut. These values are much higher with Random partitioning. We observe that PULP-MM demonstrates the best performance, due to the fact that the multiple objectives are explicitly optimizing for these metrics while keeping work balance very consistent. Overall, we notice about a 5-10% total execution time improvement for PULP versus the METIS variants.
Subgraph Counting Performance
We next compare partitioning and ordering impact on subgraph counting. We report the results from 16 nodes of Blue Waters. The speedups for each strategy on the 6 test graphs are given in Figure 3 and Table 5 . Results for METIS on the uk-2005 and WebBase graphs is absent since execution times took over 24 hours for these instances. Several trends can be observed in Figure 3 . The top subfigure gives the speedup of the communication phase of subgraph counting for each of the partitioning strategies relative to random partitioning. We again note considerable speedup for all partitioning methods. We observe overall that the singleobjective multi-constraint methods, PULP-M and METIS-M, result in the highest speedup overall. This analytic doesn't benefit as highly from the more communicationbalanced multi-objective PULP-MM method due to the overall higher communication requirements (the Twitter graph requires compression and transfer of several terabytes in total for data exchanges between tasks) and lower overall synchronization cost relative to PageRank, so total edge cut is observed to have a greater effect in practice. However, single constraint METIS showed the worst performance, due to large computational imbalance resulting from large differences in edges, and therefore computational load, between parts. This emphasizes the fact that a one-size-fits all solution is not optimal in practice, and implementation knowledge is required to extract the best performance for any given running application when deciding on a layout strategy.
The bottom subfigure of Figure 3 plots the speedup relative to random ordering for the BFS and RCM reordering strategies with PULP-MM partitioning. Overall, we note about a 6% improvement for BFS and 5% improvement for RCM ordering relative to random. These improvements are much lower than PageRank's improvement due to considerably more information stored per-vertex, so greater cache locality has less of an effect in preventing re-accesses to main memory; however, we note even a modest 5%-6% consistent improvement can be noteworthy in this instance. On processors with larger cache, this relative improvement would be expected to increase. We also again note that using an ordering method which better optimizes for gap distances and co-location ratio appears to, on average, improve analytic performance. We also give subgraph counting timelines in Figure 2  (bottom 4 plots) . We note first the two extreme cases. Random shows the lowest total computation times at a high cost of communication, while single objective METIS results in low communication times but high total times during the execution stages. This is due to, as mentioned previously, unbalanced work among each task. We observe that balanced multi-objective PULP partitioning gives the best tradeoff in terms of work balance and communication requirements and again notice about a 5-10% total execution time improvement for PULP versus the METIS variants.
SSSP and BFS Performance
In this section, we analyze the performance of our SSSP and BFS implementation when using the different partition- benchmarks. Figure 4 and Table 6 show the speedups for communication and computation for SSSP performance with 64 MPI tasks. The top subfigure of Figure 4 shows the communication speedups relative to random partitioning for the other partitioning strategies. Due to the relatively lower communication requirements for this SSSP implementation, we correspondingly observe lower speedups relative to what was observed in Figure 3 with subgraph counting. We note that single-objective METIS gives the highest communication speedup, due to the lower overall communication load and synchronization costs which emphasize a lower total workload than explicit balance. We observe speedups for computation times on all graphs, and especially the web crawls, with both ordering strategies. We again note that an ordering which better optimizes for gap distance demonstrates better performance in practice, with BFS ordering showing around 30% speedup overall and about a 4% greater speedup relative to RCM.
The two subfigures of Figure 5 and Table 7 give the speedup in communication time with different partitioners and speedups in computation time with different orderings for the BFS implementation. We notice similar trends to SSSP in these plots. Overall, the lower total computation and communication workload of BFS contributes to lower speedups when using better ordering and partitioning strategies compared to random.
SPARQL Query Processing
We now study the impact of partitioning and ordering on the performance of RDF stores and SPARQL querying, a benchmark algorithm that is very different than the previous ones. In Table 8 , we report replication ratios observed when an undirected 2-hop guarantee is enforced. Our RDF3X-MPI implementation uses a 2-hop guarantee to partition the graph, and a lower replication ratio indicates a smaller index size, which should translate to faster query times in practice. Table 8 compares the five partitioning methods using this metric for 16 and 64 parts on the 3 RDF graphs. Out of the 6 total graph-part count scenarios, the PULP-MM method shows the lowest replication ratio for 3 of them. None of these partitioners are explicitly optimizing for this metric, so the performance of PULP-MM in this instance is indirect. However, the additional cut balance resulting from the multiobjective optimization might be a possible factor.
In Table 9 , we report sum of query times of RDF3X-MPI averaged over the BSBM, LUBM, and DBpedia data sets. We use a selection of queries modified from the Berlin SPARQL Benchmark. We report results from the 16 part runs for this test and additionally look at the performance effects of the three ordering strategies. PULP-MM partitioning with random ordering yields the best overall performance, with PULP-MM further demonstrating high performance when using the other two ordering strategies. This correlates loosely with PULP-MM demonstrating good 2-hop replication ratios. However, this relationship is tenuous at best, considering the speedups relative to random partitioning aren't nearly as drastic as with the other analytics we have run and PULP-MM doesn't show the best 2-hop replication ratios across all graphs when computing 16 parts. The effect of ordering strategy on query times is interesting, in that the higher-locality orderings demonstrate correspondingly worse performance. To store the RDF data, RDF3X-MPI converts the input RDF graph structure into multiple indexes, which are created by sorting the RDF data, creating B+ trees, and then performing compression. We note that the worsened performance with locality-optimized ordering is most likely an artifact of this pre-processing stage. These results overall further emphasizes that knowledge of a graph analytic's algorithmic details is important when determining an optimal graph layout, as unexpected and counter-intuitive performance impacts are a real possibility. 
Empirical Evaluation Limitations
The current work is a preliminary evaluation of the impact of layout on distributed graph processing, and we recognize some limitations with this study. 1) Size of graph instances studied: We selected graphs to be of size large enough to give meaningful results, yet small enough to be processed by all partitioners and applications for consistency (memory limitations of METIS and subgraph counting set an upper bound on graph size). Based on our current analysis combined with prior work, we could expect similar results at larger scales. 2) Choice of number of tasks: Our results represent several hundred experimental runs in total, from the combinations of application-tasks-partitioning-ordering. More fine-grained comparative results in terms of task counts would have increased our experimental load by an order of magnitude, and we could not include them in this work. 3) Omission of random graphs: As we intend to study performance on realistic datasets, we omit performance analysis on synthetic graphs that do not directly mirror real-world graph topologies (e.g., Erdös-Rényi and Graph500 graphs).
Conclusions
In this paper, we evaluated the effects of varying partitioning and ordering objectives and constraints when running on graph analytics with differing computation and communication characteristics. We summarize our primary observations below: 1) The overall effect of an improved partitioning and ordering increases correspondingly with graphs of high diameter and with better vertex separators, such as with web crawls relative to social networks. 2) Constraining vertices and edges per part for partitioning is critical for performance on analytics with a moderate to high computational load. 3) Use of the secondary partitioning objective, max perpart cut, made a large impact on an iterative and bulk synchronous analytic PageRank. 4) Using an ordering that optimizes for cache locality versus bandwidth demonstrates consistent computational speedups for most of our analytics. 5) For optimal performance, knowledge of an analytic's internal algorithmic details is critical. Counter-intuitive performance may otherwise result. This paper opens up several avenues for future work. Future work might involve more rigorously quantifying the link between partitioning/ordering objectives and real-world performance; e.g., if I improve a partition X by Y% in objective Z, how much will that improve the end-to-end execution time of analytic A? Larger graph datasets, varied novel applications, more complex ordering strategies, and additional complex objectives might also be investigated. Partitioning and ordering methods that better optimize for these graphs/application/objectives would prove promising for enabling scalability on future large-scale systems and datasets.
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